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**ABSTRACT**

Searching the Web to find doctors and make appointments online is a common practice nowadays. However, simply visiting a doctors website might disclose health related information. As the GDPR only allows processing of health data with explicit user consent, health related websites must ask consent before any data processing, in particular when they embed third party trackers. Admittedly, it is very hard for owners of such websites to both detect the complex tracking practices that exist today and to ensure legal compliance.

In this paper, we present ERNIE, a browser extension we designed to visualise six state-of-the-art tracking techniques based on cookies. Using ERNIE, we analysed 385 health related websites that users would visit when searching for doctors in Germany, Austria, France, Belgium, and Ireland. More specifically, we explored the tracking behavior before any interaction with the consent pop-up and after rejection of cookies on websites of doctors, hospitals, and health related online phone-books. We found that at least one form of tracking occurs on 62% of the websites before interacting with the consent pop-up, and 15% of websites include tracking after rejection.

Finally, we performed a detailed technical and legal analysis of three health related websites that demonstrate impactful legal violations.

This paper shows that while, from a legal point of view, health related websites are more privacy-sensitive than other kinds of websites, they are exposed to the same technical difficulties to implement a legally compliant website. We believe ERNIE, the browser extension we developed, to be an invaluable tool for policy-makers and regulators to improve detection and visualization of the complex tracking techniques used on these websites.
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1 The French Code of Public Health [25, Article L1110-4] states that medical secret covers “all information about the person coming to the knowledge of the professional, of any member of the staff of these organizations (...)”. 
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**1 INTRODUCTION**

Health data is known to be one of the most sensitive types of data (Article 35(3)(b) of the General Data Protection Regulation) [57]. Massive health data leaks are recognized to be of particularly high severity to the users’ privacy, according to the European Data Protection Board [16]. Searching for doctors online has become an increasingly common practice among Web users since telemedicine peaked in 2020 during the global Covid-19 pandemic [55]. However, the mere visit to a doctor’s website can reveal a lot about the visitor: one can infer which diseases a visitor has or is interested in. Whenever health websites integrate third-party trackers, they expose their potential patients’ medical secrets to third parties. Moreover, when users take appointments on doctor’s websites, one can reasonably infer health data from an individual’s list of appointments [60] regarding the medical specialty the user is interested in. In 2021, a data breach that occurred on the platform doctolib.de — which allows booking appointments with doctors in Germany—, demonstrates this problem at scale: data about 150 million booked appointments was publicly accessible for several months [83]. From a legal perspective, when providing services or monitoring user’s behavior in the EU, health related websites integrating third-party trackers are in breach with the GDPR because processing of sensitive health data (derived from a visit to a website) is generally forbidden, unless allowed by several exceptions (Article 9(2) GDPR).

As a result, Data Protection Officers of the health related websites as well as Data Protection Authorities have the urgent need to be able to detect tracking and advanced cookie synchronization techniques on their website in order to determine whether the included third parties may be leaking patients’ health data. Whereas
some browser extensions visualize known tracking third parties or third-party cookies [32, 35, 48, 62, 66], no browser extension exists to visualize sophisticated forms of cookie synchronization and sharing of user’s identifiers [45, 68, 69] across third parties. Therefore, owners of health-related websites cannot identify tracking and complex cookie syncing included in their websites.

Moreover, since processing health data without user consent is forbidden by the GDPR, health website owners must implement a specific consent mechanism called explicit consent, to make such processing lawful for all third parties included in the website. But even for a basic consent to be legally valid, it has to comply with at least 22 different fine-grained requirements [74]. Whereas websites generally implement consent pop-ups to comply with the legal requirement of consent, recent work made evident that in practice websites often do not contain any consent pop-ups, or pop-ups that do not respect the user’s choice [63, 67, 68, 73]. Therefore, doctors and hospitals need to ensure that if their websites contain tracking including any form of sophisticated cookie syncing, a valid and explicit consent must be collected before any tracking is performed.

In this paper, we make the first in-depth study on tracking in health-related websites in five EU countries: France, Germany, Belgium, Austria, and Ireland. We designed a new Firefox browser extension called Ernie that detects and visualizes sophisticated forms of tracking and ID sharing on visited websites, based on 6 different categories of third-party tracking from Fouad et al. [45].

Instead of relying on categorisation services [73, 75], we carefullly selected 385 websites that Web users would find if they were searching for 10 popular doctors specialties in the capitals of the analyzed EU countries. With Ernie, we visited these websites and detected all 6 categories of tracking techniques before interacting with the consent pop-up (if it was present) and after rejecting consent (if it was possible) across two widely used browsers: Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox. Finally, we performed a detailed legal analysis together with a legal expert, co-author of this paper, of 3 case studies that depict the most impactful legal violations.

In summary, we make the following contributions.

1- Tracking before interaction: We found that 62% of the websites track users before any interaction with the banner, thus violating the explicit and prior consent requirements.

2- Not possible to reject: We found that 40% of websites do not display a consent pop-up, thus violating an explicit consent request, and 29% of the websites provide a cookie banner without a reject button, hence violating the freely given and unambiguous consent requirements.

3- No respect of user’s choice: We show that the user choice is not respected on health related websites: 59 (15%) websites still contain tracking after cookie rejection, infringing the lawfulness principle.

3 Case studies to provide an in-depth technical and legal analysis on health related websites. We observed that these websites do not comply with the legal requirements for explicit consent, as demanded by the GDPR and ePD. We concluded that the website’s cookies performing cross-site tracking are related to advertising purposes, which, according to Data Protection Authorities, raises serious privacy concerns, since it is possible to build and enrich unique user profiles based on sensitive health data [33, 58].

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we provide an overview of work related to the interaction with consent pop-ups and to the detection of tracking on sensitive websites. Table 1 summarizes the related work.

Fouad et al. [45] were the first to distinguish first to third party cookie syncing and third to third party cookie syncing, differentiating between a total of 6 tracking techniques. They adopted their classification of tracking to build our extension Ernie.

Analysis of sensitive websites. Previous work explored the tracking behaviors in sensitive websites. Libert et al. [61] analyzed health related websites by taking the top 50 Bing results for 1,986 common diseases. They found that 91% of pages include third party content while 71% use cookies. Vallina et al. [81] analyzed a set of 6,843 pornographic websites. They found that 72% of the websites include basic tracking and 58% of the top 100 porn websites contain cookie syncing. Matic et al. [75] built a classifier that identifies sensitive URLs. They found that 40% of the cookies used on 20K detected health related websites are persistent third party cookies and 5% were set by trackers known from the Disconnect [32] and Ghostery [48] filter lists. Sanchez et al. [73] performed a manual
analysis of 2000 websites. They found that only 4% of websites offer an easy way to reject the consent pop-up. They also looked at websites by category and found that more than 50% of health websites do not have a consent pop-up while still performing tracking, and 40% even create more cookies upon rejection.

Whereas previous works [73, 75] only investigated the presence of identifying third party cookies on health related websites, we detected complex cookie syncing techniques from Fouad et al. [45].

**Analysis of consent pop-ups.** Previous work studied the impact of the user’s choices in the consent pop-up on the tracking behavior in a website. Matte et al. [63] studied the consent stored behind the IAB Europe’s Transparency and Consent Framework (TCF) and found that 10% of websites stored a positive consent before interaction of the user with the cookie banner. They also analyzed the presence of third-party trackers on the websites using the Disconnect list [32] and found that refusing cookies increased the number of third-party trackers. Recently, Papadogiannakis et al. [68] studied the effect of user interaction with the banner on first-party ID leaking (not differentiating between third party analytics and first to third party cookie syncing), and third-party ID synchronization (third to third party cookie syncing in our work). They found that 52% of the websites were engaged in first-party ID leaking, and 24% in third-party ID synchronization before interaction with a banner.

Whereas previous work provided a quantitative study of the impact of interaction of consent pop-ups, in our paper, we combine that impact with detailed case studies and their legal implications.

**Browser extensions.** There are several browser extensions that use filter lists to block trackers and preserve user’s privacy [32, 35, 48, 56]. Disconnect [32] shows third party inclusion chains, whereas uBlock Origin [56] shows which part of a URL is responsible for tracking. The Lightbeam extension [66] visualizes which third parties are included on which websites. All these extensions only provide a very limited overview of the tracking on a website. Website scanners [28, 43, 71, 82] allow a user to see what cookies are set on a website in order to determine if the website is compliant with the GDPR. The EDPS Inspection Software [77] gives information about web traffic caused by a website, as well as trackers based on the EasyPrivacy filter list. The tool closest to our extension Ernie is CNIL’s Cookieviz 2 [62], which visualizes the third party domains that occur on websites on a sequence of visits. It also shows if the domains set a third party cookie and if that cookie is listed in an ads.txt file, indicating that it is used for advertisement.

Our extension Ernie is the first browser extension to visualize several types of cookie synchronization techniques and the cookies enabling the tracking. It also shows the origin of cookie syncing requests, providing a live overview of tracking on websites.

3 **METHODOLOGY**

In this section, we first describe the architecture of the browser extension Ernie (Section 3.1). We then describe the collection of data on the tracking behavior of health related websites (Section 3.2).

### 3.1 Ernie Extension

The browser extension Ernie is designed to detect the sophisticated cookie-based tracking mechanisms described by Fouad et al. [45]. Ernie detects six categories of tracking (see Section 3.1.2).

Ernie collects all first-party and third-party HTTP(S) requests and responses during a page visit in a specific browser tab. A page visit can be triggered by entering a new URL in the navigation bar, clicking a URL, clicking the forward/backward browser buttons, reloading a page, or a redirection event. All requests sent and responses received in that tab after the page visit and before the next one are considered part of the current page visit. Ernie provides a visualization that attributes these HTTP(S) requests and responses and the corresponding cookies to one of six studied categories.

#### 3.1.1 Detection of ID cookies and ID sharing.

**Detection of ID cookies.** The Ernie extension implements a standard approach to detect cookies that are likely to identify a user [13, 36, 37, 45] by comparing cookies between two different users. Ernie simulates a different user by opening a hidden tab in a separate container for each page visit, which is only used by the extension. We discuss the limitation of this technique in Section 3.1.3. To create the container in Firefox, the extension uses the Firefox API contextualiDentities [3]. ContextualiDentities are containers within a browser profile that have a separate cookie storage, local Storage, indexedDB, HTTP data cache, and image cache. To create a container in Chrome, the extension uses the incognito mode, which also maintains its own stores as listed above. In order to achieve the same behavior as the contextual identities in Firefox, we took the following steps: by default, the Chrome browser blocks third-party cookies in incognito mode. This functionality has to be disabled in order that the same tracking behavior occurs as in a regular browser session. Additionally, in incognito mode, all stores are cleared upon closing the incognito window. To maintain a profile that simulates a user in the shadow tab, upon closing the window, we save the cookies from the incognito session into the extensions database. Upon restarting the extension, these cookies are loaded back into the incognito window.

In the following, we refer to the hidden tab as the *shadow tab*. If the cookies with the same key and domain have different values for the main and shadow tab, Ernie concludes that the cookie is “user-specific”, we refer to such cookies as *ID cookies*. The extension displays and analyzes all (first- and third-party) ID cookies set in the browser (via HTTP(S) requests, responses, or Javascript). If the value of a cookie is the same in the main and shadow tab, the cookie is labeled as *safe* and is saved in a local database of the extension.

**Detection of ID Sharing.** To identify if an ID cookie is shared, the extension implements an ID sharing algorithm inspired by prior work [13, 36, 45]. All cookie values and URL parameters are split using as delimiters any character not in [a-zA-Z0-9-_.], Fouad et al. considered three additional ways to share an identifier in the parameters: Google Analytics (GA) sharing, base64 sharing, and encrypted sharing. The extension implements these detection methods as well, and extends GA sharing to all the domains listed on the privacy policy of Google [6], because we observed this type of sharing not only on google-analytics.com, but also on doubleclick.net and google.com owned by Google. To reduce the chance of coincidental matches, after splitting, we don’t consider values that are shorter than 4 characters, and *true* or *false* values.

All the requests, responses, and corresponding cookies where ID sharing is detected are stored in an external database located on the same device for later analysis.
3.1.2 Tracking detection. By detecting ID cookies and ID sharing, the Ernie extension can identify six types of tracking behaviors presented by Fouad et al. [45]. In order to identify a tracking behavior, the extension first finds the initiator of the request, that is, the resource which caused the request as follows.

1. If the request is caused by a 30x HTTP redirect, the initiator is the source of the redirection. Ernie labels the request that caused the redirection as the initiator.
2. If there is no redirection, but the HTTP-Referer-header of the request is set, Ernie labels as the initiator the previous request with the same URL as the one in the Referer-header. The Referer is set to a domain, the whole domain is considered the initiator. This is always the case in Chrome, which by default sets the Referer to the domain.
3. For requests whose initiator cannot be found by either (1) or (2), Ernie considers that the initiator is the first party.

Once the initiator of a request is identified, Ernie detects whether the request is responsible for one of the six tracking behaviors presented below.

**Basic tracking (BT)** is the most common tracking technique. To detect Basic tracking, the extension checks whether a third-party ID cookie is sent in a third-party request/set in a third-party response.

**Basic tracking initiated by another tracker (BTIT)** occurs when (1) a basic tracker initiates a third-party request to another third-party and (2) this other third-party domain sets or sends an ID cookie. To detect the Basic tracking initiated by another tracker, the extension performs algorithm 1.

**Algorithm 1: Detection of BTIT in website site**

Let $C$ be the set of ID cookies detected in site;

for Every request $r$ in site do

if $r$ is sent to a third party: Tracker1 then

Extract all cookies sent/received by Tracker1 and put them in set $C_1$;
Extract initiator of Tracker1: Tracker2;
Extract cookies sent/received by Tracker2 and put them in set $C_2$;
if $C_1 \cap C \neq \emptyset$ and $C_2 \cap C \neq \emptyset$ then

Tracker1 and Tracker2 are performing Basic tracking initiated by another tracker

else

Continue to the next request;

end

end

**First to third party cookie syncing (FTCS)** occurs when (1) a first-party ID cookie is shared with a third-party domain via the request URL (either in the key or value of the parameter, or the path of the URL - see Section 3.1.1), and (2) the third-party domain sets or sends its own ID cookie (See Figure 1). To detect the first to third party cookie syncing, the extension performs algorithm 2.

**Algorithm 2: Detection of FTCS**

Let’s note $C_{site}$ the set of identifier cookies set by site.;

if $C_{site} \neq \emptyset$ then

for Every request $r$ in site do

if $r$ is sent to a third party: Tracker1 then

Extract the chain of initiators to Tracker1: $T_1 \ldots T_n$ with $n$ the length of the chain;
while $j \leq n$ do

if $\exists c$ in $C_{site}$ shared with $T_j$, and $T_j$ received/set its own third-party ID cookie then

First-party cookie is synchronized with $T_j$

end

end

else

Continue to the next request;

end

end

Figure 1: Two examples of first to third-party cookie synchronization: either the third-party cookie is already present in the browser and hence automatically sent to a third party (case of tracker.com) or is actively set by a third-party domain (case of advertiser.com).

or in the path of the URL (see the ID sharing section above). The third-party request additionally sets its own ID cookie. We detect the sharing of the cookie through the whole initiator chain.

**Third party cookie forwarding (TF)** occurs when an ID cookie of a third party is shared in the request URL of another third-party request, either in the key or value of the parameter, or in the path of the URL. Unlike the case of third to third party cookie syncing, the third-party request does not set its own ID cookie. We detect the sharing of the cookie through the whole initiator chain.

**Third party analytics (TA)** occurs when an ID cookie of the first party is shared in the request URL of a third-party request, either in the key or value of the parameter, or in the path of the URL. The third-party request does not set its own ID cookie.

3.1.3 Limitations of the Ernie extension. The limitation of using a shadow tab to simulate a different user is that, even if requests on the shadow tab are sent with different cookie values, they are still sent from the same IP address and the same device. If the website uses browser fingerprinting to recognize users, the requests from the shadow tab will likely be recognized as being from the same user as the original requests. Also, using the Referer header has some limitations. If a third party makes a request to another third
With the overlap in specialties in both aggregators, we obtained a translation of the specialties in Table 2. The German and French websites for English. Each URL is visited by two of the authors, who are the authors who speak fluently, is an official language. Figure 2 presents an overview of our experimental setup. We first selected health related websites from the five European countries. Those countries are Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, and Ireland, where either French, German, or English, languages the authors speak fluently, is an official language. Additionally, due to privacy concerns, the Referer is often not set. By manually analyzing the content of each of the websites resulting from the Google search, we categorized each site as one of the following.

- Aggregator: A website where a user can search for doctors in an area and potentially book appointments. An example is the aforementioned doctolib.fr.
- Personal: A doctor’s personal website.
- Hospital/Joint office: A hospital website, or a website of a joint office of more than one doctor.

We exclude sites that do not fall into one of those categories or that are not reachable, resulting in a set of 434 websites. In early experiments, we found that many personal and hospital/joint office websites contain subpages of the following types:

- contact page, where potential patients can find phone number, address or other contact information.
- appointment pages, where users can book an appointment.

From a legal perspective, these pages are of special interest, as a user accessing either of them indicates an intent. Therefore, we navigated to these pages and analyzed their tracking behavior. To identify contact and appointment pages, we defined a list of keywords that must be contained in the menu item or button that is clicked to navigate to the page. To gather the keywords, we extract a random subset of 50 pages from the collected URLs for each language (From the Austrian and German URLs for German, from the Belgian and French websites for French, and from the Irish websites for English). Each URL is visited by two of the authors, who extract the menu item of the page that they identified as contact or appointment page. If there is a disagreement, we visited the website again and checked the proposals of the two authors. In the cases where one author clearly missed the menu item, the item is added to the list. As a result, only the menu items where there is a consensus between the two authors were retained. From the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specialties</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dentist</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General practitioner</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paediatrician</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gynaecologist and obstetrics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ophthalmologist</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurologist</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Top doctors specialties.
resulting menu items, we extracted frequently occurring keywords to cover different inflections and phrasing. For instance, from the phrases "Make an appointment" and "Request an appointment", we retained the keyword "appointment". The list of keywords for each language can be found in the appendix in Table 8.

3.2.2 Browser setup.

Browser settings. To analyse the tracking on a health website as experienced by users, we performed our analysis for two popular browsers: Google Chrome (version 91.0) and Firefox (version 89.0). We assume that most people use their browsers out of the box, leaving the default settings untouched. We thus also used the browser's default setting to simulate a real user. In Firefox, Enhanced Tracking Protection is enabled by default, meaning that Firefox already blocks some cross-site and social media trackers based on the Disconnect list [5]. In Chrome, we allowed 3rd party cookies to be set in incognito mode, which is needed by Ernie. This does not affect the tracking ability of a website loaded in the main tab.

Simulation of a base browsing profile. To simulate a real user, we created a base profile per country that we installed in the browser before visiting health related websites. This way, the cookie storage of the browser already contained cookies.

To build the base browsing profiles, we collected the top 100 global websites from the Alexa top list [1]. Then, for each country, we built a country-specific profile by visiting each of the top 100 websites from a VPN based in the capital of the country, without interacting with the websites. We set a timeout of 60 seconds for each website visit. The full list of unique websites visited to build the profile is publicly available [2]. We then visited each health related website collected in Section 3.2.1 with the base browsing profile in place. Each time we visited a new website, we reset the base profile to its initial state, that is we performed stateless crawls with a common base profile (per country). We built all base profiles and visited all health related websites in June 2021.

3.2.3 Data Collection. With the base browsing profile in place, we visited each of the collected websites and logged the tracking behavior that the extension found. For all websites, we reloaded the page once after the initial visit because after interacting with a cookie banner, some websites include additional content only on the next page load.

Interactions with the consent pop-ups. Previous work explored the interaction with the consent pop-up [30, 73]. However, automated interaction with consent pop-up remains challenging: Srdjan et al. [75, Sec. 3.1] report that only 4.4% of websites contain a cookie banner that we can automatically interact with via advanced tools like Consent-O-Matic [27, 67].

To ensure that all consent pop-up are correctly labeled and interacted with, we decided to manually label the type of pop-up. The EU legislation requires consent before setting or sending tracking cookies. We therefore evaluated the types of consent pop-ups and changes in the tracking behavior based on the choice made by the user in the pop-ups. We interacted with the pop-ups in two ways and recorded each interaction type in our dataset.

- No Interaction. We don’t interact with the cookie banner, but still visit the website and the contact or appointment subpages on Personal and Hospital/Joint office websites.
- Reject All. We reject as many cookie categories and vendors as proposed in the banner interface. This is not possible on all websites that have consent pop-ups, because many pop-ups only describe their use of cookies and other tracking technologies, but do not offer a possibility to reject them.

We repeated the same process for every website in both Firefox and Chrome. Before rejection, not all contact and appointment pages were accessible to a user because of consent walls [53, 74] that block access unless a user interacts with the consent pop-up. To ensure not to introduce bias in our study, we only considered the pages both accessible before interaction and after rejection.

Data collection from manual analysis. The Ernie extension saved all collected data to a local database. The database contains data related to page visits (described in Section 3.1) as well as data
about manual analysis of the website content. We manually collected the following data for each visit: (1) the site type (Personal, Aggregator, or Hospital/Joint office), (2) whether the website contained a consent pop-up, and (3) whether rejection was possible.

3.2.4 Limitations of the experimental setup. A limitation of the method we used for site selection is that the search results may be biased because we rely on results from Google. Additionally, due to issues when loading the base profile, we had to exclude the collected data of 49 of the totally visited 434 websites, resulting in a final dataset of 385 visited websites.

4 REGULATORY COMPLIANCE

In this section, with a legal expert and co-author, we present the legal requirements for online tracking on health websites.

Our legal analysis is based on the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [47] and the ePrivacy Directive (ePD) [38], as well as in its recitals (which help the interpretation of rules in a specific context, though they are not mandatory for compliance). The GDPR applies to the processing of personal data [39] and requires organizations to choose a legal basis to lawfully process personal data (Article 6(1)(a)). In case this legal basis is consent, the GDPR also defines the requirements for a valid consent. The ePD provides supplementary rules to the GDPR in particular for the use of tracking technologies. We have additionally consulted the guidelines of both the European Data Protection Board (an EU advisory board on data protection) and the Data Protection Authorities. Even if these guidelines are not enforceable, they are part of the data protection EU framework which we apply in this work to evaluate the compliance of tracking on health related websites.

Legal requirements for online tracking. To comply with the GDPR and the ePD, websites must obtain a valid consent from users located in the EU when monitoring users’ behavior (Article 5(3) ePD) through cookies and other tracking technologies. A common method to obtain consent is through the use of consent pop-ups. For consent to be valid, it must be prior to any data collection, freely given, specific, informed, unambiguous, readable, accessible, and revocable (Articles 4(11) and 7 GDPR) [74]. Though consent is generally needed for tracking purposes, some purposes are exempted (e.g., functional cookies, see Recital 66 ePD). In fact, the only way to assess, with certainty, whether consent is required is to analyse the purpose of each tracking technology on a given website [17, 46].

Data concerning health. As indicated by Recitals 51 and 53, data concerning health deserves higher protection, as the use of such sensitive data may have significant adverse impacts for data subjects. The EU data protection framework acknowledges a broad definition of ‘data concerning health’, both at the GDPR [79] and at the EU Court of Justice levels [29]. According to the GDPR, data concerning health means personal data related to the past, current, or future physical or mental health of a person. This includes all data pertaining to the health status of a data subject (Article 4(15)). Recital 35 thereto is an example of the amplitude of this concept as it lists information on “disease risk” as data concerning health, “independent of its source”. For data to qualify as health data it is not always necessary to establish ‘ill health’ [57]. The EDPB states that even if visits to websites providing information on special categories of data do not directly disclose these categories for the visitors, there is a high impact on those visitors’ privacy if they are labelled as being interested in such information [12]. The EDPB [20] further states that information could become health data because of its usage in a specific context. In this paper, we consider that visiting a health related website could configure such specific context: the information related to the types of health related websites is shared with third parties together with unique identifiers that are associated with users. In other words, a third party with whom this data is shared could potentially and easily argue that, for example, a user visited a gynecologist website. When health websites integrate third-party trackers, they expose their users sensitive data to third parties. Considering the large number of users a single third party can follow, the collected information may provide detailed insights from a very large number of users. While this information might not be accurate, it is well-accepted that information does not have to be true or false to be personal data [39].

Legal requirements for online tracking on health websites. The processing of data concerning health is forbidden by the GDPR. However, there are exceptions to this prohibition contained in Articles 9 (2)(a)-j. For the purposes of online tracking in health related websites, only the explicit consent exception seems to be the applicable legal basis to process this special category of data [47, Article 9(2)(a)]. An explicit consent request should abide to the following requirements [9, 14, 33]: i) include double confirmation or verification from the user, ii) consist of a separated request from any other consents [41] (Recital 43 GDPR), iii) specify the nature of the special category of data through a specific legend. This additional effort is justified to remove all possible doubt and potential lack of evidence in the future [42]. Simply put, the processing of sensitive personal data places a higher compliance burden on the controller as there is a qualitative difference between “regular” consent and the explicit consent provided for under Article 9(2)(a) GDPR. Without explicit consent from users, tracking on health websites may therefore be found to infringe the lawfulness principle (Article 9 (2)(a) GDPR), rendering any subsequent processing unlawful. Consequently, such websites might be subject to administrative fines up to 20,000,000 EUR, or in the case of an undertaking, up to 4 % of the total worldwide annual turnover of the preceding financial year, whichever is higher (Article 83 (5)(a) GDPR).

Online tracking and advertising purposes. Cabañas et al. [21] explored the link between tracking, advertising purposes, and inferences. They show that a visit to a website reveals sensitive related health data. The Irish DPA reported that health related websites using advertising and targeting cookies, including cookies set by DoubleClick that is owned by Google, share details of illnesses with third parties through profiles based on unique identifiers, without a lawful basis [34]. The French DPA refers that health data can be derived from crossing data allowing inferences on health status or health risk of a person [24].

5 RESULTS

In this section, we describe the tracking and consent collection we observed on health websites (see Section 3.1 for the full set of tracking categories that Ernie detects).

For the sake of simplicity, we consider the following two main categories of tracking: analytics that corresponds to Third party
analytics, and cross-site tracking that corresponds to Basic tracking (BT), Basic tracking initiated by another tracker (BTIT), First to third party cookie syncing (FTCS), Third to third party cookie syncing (TTCS), and Third party cookie forwarding (TF). Unlike cross-site tracking, analytics only recognizes users within the same website and hence does not allow to recreate the browsing history.

We consider that a domain is performing analytics (resp. cross-site tracking) on a website site.com if it is performing analytics (resp. cross-site tracking) on site.com in either Firefox or Chrome.

### 5.1 Websites analysis

In this section, we analyze the 385 health related websites. First, we present cross-site tracking by category of websites, then the specificity of contact and appointment pages within a health related website, and finally, the impact of geographic distribution on cross-site tracking and analytics. All results reported in this section occur before interaction with a consent pop-up.

**Cross-site tracking per website category.** We successfully visited a total of 385 websites, out of which, as a result of our manual labelling (Section 3.2.1), 120 are categorized as Personal, 201 as Hospital/Joint office, and 64 as Aggregator (Table 3). As shown in Table 3, cross-site tracking is present on all studied website categories. Overall, Aggregator sites are the most common to include cross-site tracking. In fact, 66% of the visited websites in that category include cross-site tracking before interacting with a consent pop-up.

**Specificity of contact and appointment pages.** On Personal and Hospital/Joint office websites, we make an additional visit to contact and appointment pages if they exist in the website. As a result, we visited 202 contact pages and 81 appointments pages before interaction with a consent pop-up (Table 3).

Cross-site tracking is widely deployed on contact and appointment pages. When only considering the visits to the initial page of Personal and Hospital/Joint office websites, 41% and 55% of websites include cross-site tracking, compared to the aforementioned 53% and 65% when including contact and appointment pages. Overall, we found cross-site tracking on 56% of contact and 57% of appointment pages. A visit including a contact page therefore is more likely to result in tracking of a user.

Google Maps is commonly included in contact pages to provide the location of the doctor’s office. We found that 76 (67%) of contact pages include Google Maps as a cross-site tracker, compared to 25% of initial pages (Section 3.2.3). When visiting google.com directly, we found that no cookies are set in the user’s browser before interaction. However, upon our visit to the base profile websites, google.com content was loaded in a third-party context, and the NID cookie was stored in the user’s browser by google.com as part of the HTTP response. According to google.com’s policy, the NID cookie expires 6 months from a user’s last use [52]. When accessing a website containing Google content, the NID cookie is automatically attached with every request to the google.com sub-domain. In all 76 contact pages that include Google Maps as a cross-site tracker, the cookie is never set by Google when the map is loaded from maps.google.com, maps-api-ssl.google.com or google.com/maps/, but is automatically sent to Google because it is attached in the cookie header of the HTTP request. In total, 12 of 24 domains that perform cross-site tracking on contact pages never actively set an identifying cookie.

**Geographical distribution.** We present the distribution of analytics and cross-site tracking across the 5 studied countries in Figure 3. We remind that the reported behavior occurs before interaction with the cookie banner. We observe that France, Ireland and Belgium show a similar tracking distribution, with France having the highest percentage of websites performing cross-site tracking.

**Summary.** We observed a higher amount of cross-site tracking when including contact and appointment pages (53% for Personal and 65% for Hospital/Joint office) than on the websites homepage alone (41% and 55%, respectively). This fact raises privacy concerns, as visiting a contact or appointment page discloses the intent of the visitor more sharply rather than visiting a home page. We also found that the tracking by over half of the domains performing cross-site tracking on contact pages is due to the HTTP protocol mechanism. Namely, on 76 contact pages, the NID cookie is never explicitly set, but is sent by default with every request to google.com when the browser fetches Google Map included in the website.

### 5.2 Consent pop-ups

We manually grouped the consent pop-ups encountered in the visited health websites into the following categories that correspond to consent infringements:
### Websites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Websites</th>
<th>Before</th>
<th>After</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No banner</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>97 (63%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No rejection</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>82 (73%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rejection possible</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>58 (49%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>237 (62%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Overview of types of consent-pop-ups and cross-site tracking on studied websites before and after rejection.

- **No banner**: No consent pop-up is present on any of the visited pages of the website. The absence of any method set forth to collect the user’s explicit consent required to process health data, renders any forthcoming tracking unlawful due to the lack of legal basis (Article 9(2)(a) GDPR).

- **No rejection**: The website includes a consent pop-up, however, it does not provide a possibility to reject. Such consent pop-ups are in breach of the “configurable” and “balanced choice” consent requirements (Articles 4 (11), 7(3) GDPR) [10, 53, 74], which are compulsory for a valid unambiguous and freely given consent collection that is in line with the principle of “data protection by design and by default” (Article 25 GDPR).

- **Rejection possible**: The rejection of cookies is possible in the consent pop-up.

As a result of our manual labelling, we found that out of the 385 visited websites across all the website categories (Personal, Joint and Aggregators - Section 3.2.1), 155 (40%) do not have a consent pop-up. Out of the remaining 230 websites that include a consent pop-up, 112 (43%) websites do not offer a reject option (Table 4).

#### 5.2.1 Tracking before interaction

Tracking occurs on websites with no banner. In fact, 97 websites (63% of the 155 websites with no consent pop-up) include cross-site tracking.

Out of 112 websites that display a consent pop-up with no option to reject, we detected cross-site tracking on 82 (73%) websites and analytics on 70 (64%) websites. We further analyzed the 118 websites where it’s possible to reject: 58 (49%) include cross-site tracking before interaction and 37 (31%) include analytics.

Figure 4 presents the top 10 domains performing cross-site tracking and analytics before any interaction with the consent pop-up. The domain google.com is the top cross-site tracking domain, tracking users on websites with all types of consent pop-ups. In total, 41 domains track users cross-site before interaction even though rejection is possible on the website. As expected, google-analytics.com is the top domain performing analytics. However, to our surprise, doubleclick.net [4] is the second most popular domain performing analytics before interaction followed by facebook.com. We explain in details why doubleclick.net appears as an analytics service in Section 5.3.2. On the 24 websites where facebook.com appears as an analytics domain, it receives the first-party cookie _fbp. According to facebook.com, this cookie identifies browsers for the purposes of providing advertising and site analytics services and has a lifespan of 90 days [44]. Interestingly, on all of these websites, at least one of the HTTP responses by facebook.com contains an empty Set-Cookie header.

#### 5.2.2 Tracking after rejection

In this section, we focus on the 112 websites where consent pop-up contains a possibility to reject, in order to compare tracking before interaction and after rejection. We observe cross-site tracking on 59 websites compared to 58 websites before interaction. We further analyzed the 59 websites with tracking after rejection, and we found that

- the number of domains performing cross-site tracking remains the same before and after rejection for 39 (66%) sites.
- the number of tracking domains even grows after rejection in either Firefox or Chrome for 15 (25%) websites. The most common trackers newly appearing after rejection are again google.com and doubleclick.net on 2 websites each.
- out of these 15 websites, 6 websites did not include any tracking before interaction.

In total, we detect 43 domains that perform cross-site tracking after rejection, and 23 domains that perform analytics. Figure 4 presents the top domains that are tracking users after rejection. The top domain that tracks users cross-site after rejection is google.com on 42 websites. The top domain performing analytics is google-analytics.com on 26 websites.

**Summary.** We observe cross-site tracking on health websites regardless of the presence of a consent pop-up. In fact, we found that 63% of health related websites with no consent pop-up include cross-site tracking. This practice breaches the requirements for an explicit and prior consent request. Moreover, we also found that 50% of the websites that include a consent pop-up with a possibility to reject still enable cross-site tracking after rejection. This practice violates the lawfulfulness principle (Article 6(1)(a) GDPR).

### 5.3 Cross-site tracking on health websites

In this section, we present the different cross-site tracking behaviors detected on the studied 385 health related websites using ERNIE. We report the results from both studied browsers: Firefox and Chrome. We used the browsers default setting, therefore, Enhanced Tracking Protection (ETP) was enabled in Firefox (see Section 3.2.2).

#### 5.3.1 Tracking before interaction

Before interaction with the consent pop-up, we observed that all studied tracking categories occur on health websites. As presented in Section 5.2, 62% out of the studied 385 websites perform at least one type of cross-site tracking behavior. Figure 5 depicts an overview of the tracking behaviors both in Firefox and Chrome. Note that a single website can include multiple tracking behaviors.

**Basic tracking.** We found that basic tracking is the top tracking category on health websites before interaction, as it is present on 219 websites in Firefox and 214 websites in Chrome (57% and 56% of all websites). Basic tracking initiated by another tracker is present on 25 websites in Firefox and 30 in Chrome. The most common tracking domain initiating requests to other tracking domains is youtube.com. It redirects to google.com on 18 websites both in Firefox and Chrome and additionally redirect to doubleclick.net on 20 websites in Chrome.

**Cookie syncing.** We study all cookie syncing tracking categories (First to third party cookie syncing (FTCS), Third to third party cookie syncing (TTCS), and Third party cookie forwarding (TF)) performed on websites before any interaction with the banner.
Using Ernie, we detected cookie synchronization on 53 websites in Firefox and 82 websites in Chrome before interaction. This cookie synchronization is performed by 20 and 23 distinct third-party domains, respectively. We detected instances of first to third party cookie syncing on 50 websites in Firefox and 82 websites in Chrome. Table 5 presents the top domains performing first to third party cookie syncing. First to third party cookie syncing is more common in Chrome, where it occurs on 21% of the visited websites. In fact, the top domain performing first to third party cookie syncing in Chrome, doubleclick.net, is never synchronizing first party cookies in Firefox. The reason is the Firefox ETP, which is enabled by default in Firefox to ensure protection against tracking techniques at the level of the browser. The deployment of such protection mechanisms can block identifying cookies and consequently impact the tracking behaviors experienced by the user. Here, ETP is blocking identifying cookies from doubleclick.net, most notably the IDE cookie used for tracking in Chrome. As a result, the synchronization attempts by doubleclick.net are categorized as analytics behavior in Firefox (the first party cookie is still shared with doubleclick.net, but no ID cookie is set or sent).

Additionally, we found that on all 75 websites where doubleclick.net is performing either first to third party cookie syncing or first party analytics in Chrome and Firefox, the website includes google-analytics.com as well. In all these cases, both google-analytics.com and doubleclick.net receive at least one identical first party cookie, which is always either _ga or _gid. These two first party cookies shared with doubleclick.net on the 75 websites belong to google-analytics.com [50].

We additionally detected instances of third to third party cookie syncing on 4 websites in Firefox and 3 websites in Chrome, as well as third party cookie forwarding on 5 and 2 websites respectively.

5.3.2 Tracking after rejection. In this section, we focus on the 118 websites where it is possible to reject, to compare tracking before and after rejection. We consider the websites pages that were both accessible before interaction and after rejection.

To our surprise, after rejection, the number of websites where tracking occurs is higher than before interaction. Table 6 shows tracking behavior detected on the studied 134 websites.

Basic tracking. Basic tracking and basic tracking initiated by another tracker occurred more often after rejection in Firefox. The domains that appeared additionally in those tracking categories in both Firefox and Chrome are cookiefirst.com, clarity.ms and gigya.com. The first two of these domains were also present before interaction, but only started tracking after rejection. One of the ID cookies used by clarity.ms, MUID, is used for advertising [22]. The last domain, gigya.com, was only loaded after interaction. Both its ID cookies, gmid and ucid, are used for user identification [49].

Cookie Syncing. After rejection, we detected that no website stopped first to third party cookie syncing after rejection in Firefox, whereas in Chrome, 4 websites stopped performing first to third party cookie syncing to google.com and doubleclick.net. Additionally, 1 website started first to third party cookie syncing only after rejection in both Firefox and in Chrome.

Summary. We detected cookie syncing behavior on 53 websites in Firefox and 82 in Chrome before interaction. We found that doubleclick.net is performing first to third party cookie syncing only in Chrome. In Firefox, identifying cookies by doubleclick.net
Table 6: Number of websites (out of 118 where it is possible to reject) that include tracking before and after rejection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th># Firefox</th>
<th># Chrome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>before</td>
<td>after</td>
<td>before</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTCS</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTIT</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTCS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

are blocked by ETP, which results in this behavior becoming analytics. Tracking before interaction infringes the requirement of prior consent, as tracking is deemed unlawful if carried out before consent is requested (Article 6(1)(a) GDPR) [40].

6 CASE STUDIES

In this section, we perform an in-depth technical and legal analysis of three different health-related websites. We chose three cases across our dataset that are of special interest from a legal point of view. For each case, we selected the website that includes the most domains performing cross-site tracking. We analysed the type of pages and identified the legal violations per case study. We contacted the owners of these websites, informing them of the violations on their website, but have not yet received answers.

6.1 Appointment page on a personal doctors website with no possibility to reject

The website dermatologie-weissensee.de is the personal website of a Berlin-based dermatologist [31]. When visiting the website’s appointment page in Firefox, an iframe by doctena.com is loaded. This iframe allows users to book an appointment. It also includes a consent pop-up informing users that cookies are used, but does not give a possibility to reject.

On this page, 6 domains are classified as cross-site trackers by Ernie. Notably, google-analytics.com and doubleclick.net are performing third party analytics receiving the _ga and _gid cookies from the first party dermatologie-weissensee.de. Both _ga and _gid cookies are used to distinguish users, and respectively have a lifetime of 2 years and 24 hours [51]. Using these first-party cookies, the two domains can track the user within the same website. Additionally, google-analytics.com and doubleclick.net perform third party cookie forwarding and receive the _ga and _gid cookie, this time from doctena.com. This behavior enables tracking across websites. We also found that google.com is synchronizing both the first-party cookie _ga of dermatologie-weissensee.de and the third-party cookie _ga of doctena.com with its own third-party cookie NID using first to third party cookie syncing and third to third party cookie syncing.

Legal analysis. According to Google’s privacy policy [52] the NID cookie is used for advertising purposes, thus requiring user consent. Type of page. A GP appointment in a personal doctor website, in isolation, might not tell anything about a person’s health, as it may be a check-up or screening appointment. However, as the UK DPA states, one could reasonably infer health data from an individual’s list of appointments [60]. A person may be associated with cookie identifiers which may leave traces which, in particular when combined with unique identifiers and other information received by the servers, may be used to create profiles of the natural persons and identify them (Recital 30 GDPR). Accordingly, cookies enable users to be ‘singled out’ with an online identifier (even if their real names are not known) [70]. A personal health related website embedding cross-site tracking may disclose users’ sensitive medical data (such as the illness or health condition that justifies booking an appointment) for advertising purposes with an ecosystem of advertisers, without the knowledge of the user. Even if it is the personal website of a doctor, it is not exempted of compliance obligations regarding health data processing, in particular, the obligation to protect user’s privacy by design and by default (Article 25 of the GDPR).

Breach. This website does not offer any possibility to reject, which conflicts with requirements of "configurable banner" and "balanced choice" (Articles 4 (11), 7(3) GDPR) [10], which are compulsory for an unambiguous consent of a user; and the principle of "data protection by design and by default" that demands the most privacy-friendly default settings to be used (Article 25 GDPR). Cross-site tracking. Cookie syncing breaches the following principles. Fairness principle, because it disregards the legitimate expectations of the data subject at the very time of data collection. Any disclosure to third parties of sensitive data is out of any user reasonably expectatons (Article 5(1)(a) GDPR). Transparency principle: users should be informed of the existence of cookie syncing operations and its purposes (Recital 60 GDPR), of the extent, risks, and consequences of cookie syncing (Recital 39), including profiling and the rights and safeguards they are afforded with (Articles 13(2)(f), 22(1)(4) GDPR).

6.2 Aggregator website after rejection

The aggregator website 118000.fr is an online phone book to find contact of professionals for various categories. We analyzed a specific subpage of 118000.fr to search for specialists of gynecology [11]. The website presents to users a consent pop-up with a possibility to reject. To reject cookies, the user first needs to choose the option "Adjust your preferences" in the consent pop-up, then at a second level, the user needs to choose the option "Reject all". We rejected all cookies and found, using Chrome, that 6 domains are performing cross-site tracking on this website after rejection: 1e118000.fr, doubleclick.net, pagesjaunes.fr, consentframework.com, mediakiosque.com, and tribalfusion.com. We analyzed the policies of these domains, and we found that 4 do not provide a description of the cookie purpose, and 2 domains (doubleclick.net [4], and tribalfusion.com [78]) state that they are using cookies for advertising purposes.

Legal analysis. Both the consent pop-up and the policies refer to at least one purpose (personalized ads profile) that requires consent. Cross-site tracking in this aggregator website allows third parties to be 'singled out' with an online identifier (even if their real names are not known) [70]. A personal health related website embedding cross-site tracking may disclose users’ sensitive medical data (such as the illness or health condition that justifies booking an appointment) for advertising purposes with an ecosystem of advertisers, without the knowledge of the user. Even if it is the personal website of a doctor, it is not exempted of compliance obligations regarding health data processing, in particular, the obligation to protect user’s privacy by design and by default (Article 25 of the GDPR).
We argue that the amount and variety of personal health collected from users’ activity within the website with her activity across websites. This aggregator website lists more than 80 partners that may process the user’s personal and sensitive health data. As claimed by the EDPB, combination of personal data (containing health data) is more sensitive than a single piece of personal data [16]. As an aggregator website is operated by a company offering a privacy-sensitive service, visitors might reasonably expect greater privacy protection. Both DPAs (Irish, UK) showed serious concerns about tracking for advertising purposes in health websites, since the chances to build and enrich unique profiles of users is bigger [33, 58], which can reveal health risks of these same users. Having regard to aggregator websites, the possibility to build users profile is then augmented. Moreover, the processing of health data on a large scale (as operated by cross-site tracking in aggregator websites) makes plausible to discern different categories of health data. Such processing at large scale results in a high risk, and therefore requires, prior to the processing, for the data controller to carry out a data protection impact assessment (DPIA) [18] of the envisaged processing operations on the protection of personal data (Article 35(3)(b)GDPR).

Breaches. This website aggregator triggers the following issues: Tracking after rejection. This practice breaches the lawfulness principle (Articles 5(1)(a), 6(1)GDPR, 5(3) ePD) since consent to the use of cookies is required. The EDPB [40] specified that if the user decided against consenting, any data processing that had already taken place would be unlawful due to lacking legal basis for processing.

6.3 French website containing first to third party cookie syncing

The aggregator website starofservice.com is an online phone book to search for the contact of professionals in different categories. We analyzed a specific subpage used to search for a pediatrician [76]. When visiting the cited URL, no consent pop-up is presented to the user. Using Ernie, we detected that three domains performed first to third party cookie syncing: google.com [52], bing.com [19], and doubleclick.net [4]. All three domains are using advertising cookies. We found that both google.com and doubleclick.net are synchronizing the first-party cookie _ga set by google-analytics.com with their third-party cookies (NID and IDE). The _ga cookie normally used for analytics is in that case synchronized with third-party cookies and can therefore help link user’s activity within the website with her activity across websites. Figure 6 shows a screenshot of Ernie on this website.

Legal analysis. The EDPB [17] refers that analytics are exempted from user consent insofar they are limited to first party (website owner) anonymized and aggregated statistical purposes, as these are not likely to create a privacy risk.

Type of page. This aggregator website is using Google analytics and its cookie is then synced with doubleclick for advertisement purposes without explicit user consent. Some DPAs [54, 58] are stringent by declaring that Google Analytics, used for web analytics purposes, require the user’s prior consent [59] asserting these technologies are not considered strictly necessary for a website to provide a functionality explicitly requested by the user, because the user can access the website when such cookies are rejected. Relatively, the French DPA [23] fined the Europe’s largest hypermarkets chain called Carrefour since it placed Google Analytics cookies on the users’ devices without consent. It ruled that integrating Google Analytics with Google Ads allowed advertisers to merge data to identify their most interesting segments and then engage those users with personalized messages. Consequently, these cookies are not strictly necessary for the provision of the service and require consent (Article 5(3)ePD). Combined data, according to the EDPB, enable to draw a conclusion about the actual health status or health risk of a person. [37]. Regarding the use of analytics, the French DPA [26] in general takes a moderate position. It states that consent is hence required whenever tracers allow the overall monitoring of the navigation of the person using different applications or browsing different websites, or when data stemming from such tracers are combined with other processing operations or transmitted to third parties, these different operations not being necessary for the operation of the service. In the context of health related websites, we see that analytics services are not the subject of a consensus of DPAs on the need for user consent. However, considering the privacy implications of the collected data (that might disclose health related information) and considering that inclusion with third parties might leak health related information, we argue that analytics services must be subject of explicit user consent on health related websites.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper we have gleaned robust evidence of tracking technologies deployed on health-related websites (before user consent interaction and also after rejection). Our open-source browser extension Ernie can be used to collect further evidence and demonstrate cookie-based tracking technologies and sophisticated cookie syncing techniques employed on websites. We hope that the Ernie extension can be beneficial to both policy-makers, to advance the enforcement of EU Privacy and Data Protection law, and to DPO’s of health websites that so far had no access to such visualisation tools. We have further contacted the website owners that we mention in our case studies and we are willing to help them change their practices towards improving the afforded protection of privacy and health data of Web users.
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APPENDIX

Doctors specialities. We extracted health related websites by searching for 10 doctors specialties in the capital cities of the studied countries in Google. We used the most commonly searched specialties as given by the aggregator websites doctolib.fr and jameda.de. We searched for \( \text{city} \) \( \text{speciality} \). We used French terms for France and Belgium, English terms for Ireland, and German terms for Germany and Austria. Table 7 shows the English, French and German translation of the specialities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>French</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>German</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chirurgien-dentiste</td>
<td>Dentist</td>
<td>Zahnarzt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Médecin généraliste</td>
<td>General practitioner</td>
<td>Allgemeinmediziner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pédiatre</td>
<td>Paediatrician</td>
<td>Kinderarzt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gynécologue médical et obstétrique</td>
<td>Gynaecologist and obstetrics</td>
<td>Gynäkologe und Geburtshilfe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ophthalmologue</td>
<td>Ophthalmologist</td>
<td>Augenarzt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dermatologue</td>
<td>Dermatologist</td>
<td>Hautarzt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ostéopathe</td>
<td>Osteopath</td>
<td>Osteopath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masseur-kinésithérapeute</td>
<td>Physiotherapist</td>
<td>Physiotherapeut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orthopédiste</td>
<td>Orthopaedist</td>
<td>Orthopäde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurologue</td>
<td>Neurologist</td>
<td>Neurologe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Top doctors specialties extracted from https://www.doctolib.fr/ and https://www.jameda.de/, translated into French, English and German.

Contact and appointment pages. On Personal and Hospital/Joint office websites, we additionally visited contact and appointment pages, which often contain third party content and whose visit at the same time discloses a users intent more sharply. To build consensus between the two authors doing the manual selection of contact and appointment pages, we defined a list of keywords for each language. The keywords are listen in Table 8. Only menu items or buttons containing these keywords are selected.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>French</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>German</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contact(é/ez), Nous trouver, Pour venir</td>
<td>Contact, Get in touch, How to find us</td>
<td>Kontakt, Anfragen, Anfahrt, Adresse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserverz, RDV, Rendez-vous</td>
<td>Appointments, Book</td>
<td>Termin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Keyword list to identify contact and appointment pages for each language.
Ernie extension. Ernie helps to get a quick understanding of complex tracking behaviors on a given website. Figure 6 shows a screenshot of Ernie on starofservice.com. The extension shows the number of requests from each tracking category. The request to doubleclick.net is opened, showing in yellow the _ga and _gid cookies forwarded in the URL parameters, as well as its own ID cookie IDE.

Figure 6: Screenshot of Ernie on starofservice.com.